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About This Game

When M wakes up in an abandoned hotel he has no memory of how he got there. In the bedside draw he finds a list with three
names and a gun with three bullets, but what he does with this information is up to you. Embark on a violence-soaked post-

apocalyptic adventure where the answers to your questions come at a price. How far will you go to discover the truth?

Features

An engaging visual novel with deep moral choices

A labyrinth of branching pathways that culminate in one of five distinct endings

Two and a half thousand lines of dialogue told across fifteen locations. A full playthrough takes approximately 3–4
hours depending on reading speed.
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m1 a death in the desert

Seriously! What not to love?. So much fun. I know what my weekend will be spend doing.. Graphics and animation very good
,commentary excellent, gameplay smooth , best rugby game out there by far!. Sam isn't serious at all,misleading title 0\/10..
Liked seeing that Undertale's combat could be emulated in RPG Maker. I didn't find it challenging, seemed pretty easy to
exploit.

Appreciated the experimenting with hand-drawn tiles, but this was not pleasant to look at for an hour.

Seems there's multiple endings, but I felt no connection at all with this story or the characters, so I feel no reason to pursue
them.

Baffling that I'm going to be the first negative review here. Evidently this found a receptive audience.. I'm struggling to
recommend this game, but I honestly can't. Not because it isn't a good SK game, but because there's a distinct lack of effort in
spite of the overhauled animations and combat system; Deep Crimson, Estival Versus and Shinovi Versus all have much better
flair and feel to not just the characters but their design as a whole, and this becomes obvious even in comparison to the
*original* SK Burst; despite the revised combat system, the graphics are essentially upscaled and polished versions of those
from the original SK burst; Graphical artifacts and pixelation are easily visible and noticeable on all of the girls' ears, for
instance. Moreover, the shaders and texturing are done in such a way that both the environment and the characters seem almost
washed out and featureless, even though it appears that Estival Versus' engine was used. This becomes most obvious during any
of Ikaruga's victory poses where she looks directly at the camera; her face assumes an almost uniform shading and texture
except for the eyes.

My greatest disappointment, however, is the user interface; whomever thought it was a good idea to pull an interface that looks
like it came from the original metal gear solid or the much more recent Yakuza Zero with its 80s theming should be sacked; it
makes the game feel even more lifeless and unpolished. This holds up even in comparison to the original SK Burst UI, which
was replete with bright colors, tabs and menus shaped like scrolls, as well as imagery that hearkened back to traditional Japan.
Even the character art feels washed out, particularly in comparison to Estival Versus and the character cards from Peach Beach
Splash.

This negative trend continues on into the combat interface, which is also extremely flat, and through to the combat itself. While,
as mentioned above, the combat is more fluid, it feels slower overall; there's a distinct lack of "oomph" and "speed" that's
particularly noticable in combo recovery times. Part of that might be an attempt to introduce the new system that's come in with
leveling each of the styles (Yin, Yang, Flash) and to put more emphasis on the improved blocking and countering system, but all
of it ends up feeling superfluous and a downgrade overall.

In fact, that's exactly what this game feels like: a downgrade. While I understand that this is the progenitor game that tells the
original storyline, there's no excuse for the lack of polish on the rest of the game as a whole, and I can't help but compare this to
the changes between Hyperdimension Neptunia and Hyperdimension Neptunia Re;Birth 1, where the latter game was a
wholesale improvement.. Visually dull, unengaging, repetitive garbage game.. For small children. Not sure it's even fun for
them,. Surprise fun. But it takes leveling up before things really start to pick up and you unlock better weapons. This game itself
is meant for multiplayer but there is a vs bots mode. If set to dynamic on the bots, they can learn and be more competitive which
makes for some pretty intense fights. The gameplay style is like Cybersled meets capture the flag. Visually its a decent looking
budget game. Buy it when it goes on sale again. $10 isn't a bad price for this but on the sales it is a definite grab.
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"Fear of The Dark" Lead\/Rhythm\/Bass(finger)\/Non Alt = All are E standard, Standard Pitch
"Run to the Hills" Lead\/Rhythm\/Bass(finger))\/Non Alt = All are E standard, Standard Pitch
"Aces High" Lead\/Rhythm\/Bass(finger))\/Non Alt = All are E standard, Standard Pitch
"The Number oft the Beast" Lead\/Rhythm\/Bass(finger))\/Non Alt = All are E standard, Standard Pitch
"2 Minutes to Midnight" Lead\/Rhythm\/Bass(finger))\/Non Alt = All are E standard, Standard Pitch

this info from this doc.
https:\/\/docs.google.com\/spreadsheets\/d\/1Z67E97zBnKCKwc0_p5g6QcB0zJ52BNktrDjeP3LdxKE\/edit#gid=1293518991.
This is one of those games where if you know what you're getting into, and you're a fan of adventure hack'n'slash, you'll enjoy
your time with it. Honestly, though, this should be a $15 game for the length and level of polish. Not to say that it isn't good, i
actually find it very endearing with the art style and mechanics, but a few things could have been better.

Combat isn't actually bad, as it's deliberate, just in need of a bit more attack diversity (i explain further in). People complaining
about it not feeling right don't seem to be approaching it the proper way. It's more Dark Souls than it is Zelda, at least in terms
of feel. I DO feel a Lock On function should at least be an option (easy mode? maybe?) for a Zelda playstyle.

The heavy attacks should be tweaked a bit more, dealing way more damage. As it stands, it doesn't make much difference if you
manage to land one, so you can technically get by using it just to guard break

Spear throwing, for how fast everything is happening, should lock on a bit faster, giving priority to flying enemies. Even when
you play strategically and place yourself outside of a cluster, aiming for the one flying enemy tends to take too long and the mob
encircles you again.

I loved the look and style of the game, it really feels unique, and it's refreshing to see more games take on the folklore of other
cultures. I hope the developers produce a sequel or a spiritual sequel, with more far reaching game play concepts.

P.S. I love spear users in games, and it's frustrating that there aren't more games that utilize the weapon more. So this also gave
it an extra boost in my review.. A short but sweet campaign expansion. The story fills in a few gaps in the existing campaign and
teases of the direction that a larger expansion or a sequel will go in. The new missions don't seem as difficult as the main
campaign, but do play with some different mechanics that the main campaign didn't use much of, if at all.

As a free update for anyone who currently owns the game this pack is awesome, how well priced it will be for new players has
yet to be seen. The new campaign should take most players no more than two hours to complete.. Am bird, caw caw, brasil.
Probably inspired sid meir's Pirates. Battle is done by matching 3 or more, but trading, islands, and nations are very similar. But
pretty pointless in the end. Refunded, then bought again on sale, and regret this.. I've been following this game for quite some
time and always loved the aesthetic from the start. After playing the Alpha, it surpassed my expectations as to how it would
play. The alpha had performance issues, but going to early access has resolved all of the issues I had. I love twin stick shooters
but am also very picky and few games really "stick" with me, roguelikes/roguelites are also one of my favorite genres so this just
had all the trappings to really click with me -- and oh boy, does it. It is difficult and is reminiscent of a bullethell shmup from
time to time.

I've put a little under two hours into it total at this point, but that will continue to expand as updates come out but I am so happy
to have watched this go from a Twitter screen shot saturday to early access. If you're on the fence, would highly recommend
checking it out. It's so rad.

Gameplay:
https://youtu.be/tU3h9By3I_I. Worth the price, when on sale. I haven't tried multiplayer yet. I get sim sick somewhat easily, but
didn't this time, the dev's must have fixed it (after reading other peoples reviews). OELVN's are a mixed bag. While we may get
some gems like Doki Doki Literature Club, we also get garbage like... this. I wouldn't say this is the worst VN I've played, oh
no. First off, the art is pretty good. Though the backgrounds and sound are creative commons that ive seen in too many games,
the character and CG art itself is pretty good.

The storyline is a mess. Spoilers for the rest of this paragraph. The game doesn't seem to know how to handle Nerith coming
from the game to real life, and you never get an actual answer to it. It feels to me like the devs were just going "lets make a
game where a character comes to life!" and did it. No one knows HOW Nerith came to the real world, not even the game
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creators. And the whole, connected to the game world through dreams is a ridiculous explanation. Just how exactly is the brain
connected to a video game world? It's not even like .hack// or Sword Art Online where your brain is connected to a device that
can send you into a coma or kill you.

Then we have the VA's. They're not terrible nor good. The actors don't seem to show much emotion, and come off like they're
just reading off a script. Especially Hikaru's crush that looks like Maki Nishikino. Nerith is the closest to sounding emotional
but it sounds like the actor is trying way too hard to sound the way Nerith does, putting the accent/burlyness of it at the frount,
and whatever emotions Nerith is feeling to the back.

Another point is just how dang weeb this game is. If your game replaces God with "Kami" or "Kami-sama" I instantly can tell
the writers are not professional. OELVNS have no reason to pepper in random Japanese words. It's fine to keep honorifics and
all that for characters but GOD just have the characters say GOD. This is especially irritating hearing the VA's say it in english.
The creators knowledge of Japan also seems to be entirely grounded in anime. I will give them points for not being as weebish
as Ace Academy but Ace Academy was a far better VN/

So the verdict: should you play this game? No! It's a waste of $7. A game of this quality should be free tbh. The game uses
creative commons for everything except character art so already it's not a polished game. But Nanashi, what if I want to play an
OELVN with english voice acting? Play Ace Academy then. Or maybe Backstage Pass if you're fine with dating guys. The
performances in those games are far better and the games are better in every way compared to this game.
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